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Vans Syndicate Authentic 69 2013-12-08 22:52:08 Vans shoes recommended its regional brand Vans Syndicate has released a
new series of Authentic 69 spring and summer 2013. This series of shoes are with a classic checkerboard checkered pattern, with
One-Tone plain toe design, red blue-black color is also to three different friends like Vans diverse fashion choices. It is reported that
this series will be available in the near future.
Foamposite One 
Air. In basketball shoes in the world may be the influence of the Jordan air series of basketball shoes. This time the NIKE Air
Foamposite Pro "VOLT" color, will be officially opened on Christmas Eve in December 24th. Who says Christmas must have red,
green and white. When your Christmas inspired by the yellow to Nike Air foamposite Pro "volt" silver is not bright blind street. This
time VOLT color matching its price is $250 dollars, like a friend ready to not ah. 
/>
has just found an interesting news on the popular Highsnobiety website, which is just a surprise three party joint shoe money, even
said to completely subvert the hearts of people's minds, of course, so that innovation will not be rejected, because it is interesting
enough. Remember previous kiDulty information introduced from London designers combine visvim FBT and new BALANCEla in
brand new shoes, which is innovation, although not to "justify" products. < br / > the a Nike teamed up with Cole Haan and Tom Sachs
tripartite joint out a a mission control Toms shoes, shoes to wingtip brogues for the design of the prototype, the black litchi grain
leather material, and people are very familiar with the Nike swoosh standard has also been applied to the, such a lift absolute
attracted the attention of many, only it was a pity it's not a will be available in the shoes, we only through the picture console oneself
with false hopes. 
source: Highsnobiety
As one of the world's most influential sports brand, Nike has been committed to the promotion and development of different sports
culture, such as brand in Greater China region to carry out all kinds of basketball culture training activities, including the annual star
visit and basketball training camp, will be designed to help young people continue to improve the level of basketball, and to produce
a more profound understanding of basketball. With the arrival of summer, once in the last year caused sensation "play tricks"
grassroots basketball is struck again for Nike also specially built the a series of "rise" don't note single product, in addition to the 5 III
KYRIE 1, LeBron Soldier IX, Kobe Venomenon 5 KD Trey, also will bring a series of supporting T-shirt, provide better basketball
equipment for small players. This year's "play tricks" will be held June 20 to 28 date, in 11 cities in the Greater China region tour
selection, and ultimately selected 30 qualified players, Anthony Davis, Kyrie Irving, Kobe Bryant and LeBron James, special training,
as for the documentary of the event will also in July formally launched, please do look forward to!
Mo Farah (Mo Farah), Galen Rupp (Galen Rupp) and Allyson Felix (Allyson Felix) not only are prominent achievements, they also
have the ability to grasp, superior speed and adhere to the athletics sportsmanship. In the choice of running shoes, they are like Nike
Zoom Air series is equipped with a Nike response -- most cushioning technology running shoes.
Sports player Concepts & timesNike SB "Grail" joint family 2015-07-23 11:38:59 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source:
hypebeast] Print Close 
Chinese shoes network July 23 hearing, following the preview published earlier, Nike SB and Concepts of annual joint series "Holy
Grail" was released. Bring three Special Edition shoes, including Dunk Low, Dunk High and Stefan Janoski Max, around the theme
of religious background, demonstrating different design concepts. 
first-ever classic design with Nike SB Dunk Low as the blueprint for the shoe body with highly reflective shine material production,
equipped with transparent soles, tongue left foot accompanied by a different color for the details, the overall feeling is very avant-
garde daringThe Nike SB Dunk High will be full of religious church window flower pattern injection Gaotong shoes, rich colorsand
finally Stefan Janoski Max places the church in the mosaic art as a concept, in particular to join the pink shoes who handle crack,
texture full. And each design has more particularly cement and wooden version of the shoebox version available, high collection
value. (. Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe brand recommendation News: Karma Lin
PATTY) 
Duang !! sweep swept away, there are surprises !!! 
station
Related news
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] 2014, Reebok's most iconic, most recognizable pair of legendary shoes - Instapump
Fury, will celebrate its 20 birthday. Futuristic design with private custom-like technology makes it a much sought after the world really
classic. On this occasion, Reebok will also be re-sold in the first year of red black and yellow version Instapump Fury birthday. 
Instapump Fury in 1994 was launched by Reebok, the then two skillful Technology Graphlite and Hexatile and new technology
integration Instapump, as long as the toggle switch carbon dioxide out of the air stream will be produced in an instant filling shoes,
perfect for foot wrap and let the shoe laces aside the shackles. 
2014 ��, Reebok is the original shoe reengineering, design a new version of the first year. 
As part of the celebrations of the 20th anniversary, Reebok's cooperation with certification tide shop will gradually release a joint
series of spring and summer 2014 will have a unique Instapump Fury 27, a pair of weekly rate, individually meet with the public. 
Instapump Fury OG sale will be held on January 31 at designated shops around the world Reebok, Reebok brand counters and
official website. Mainland China will do pre-sale activities January 18 in DaHood Maoming Road Shanghai store, so stay tuned.
(Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partner: shoes famous network global
fashion brand network.)
CONVERSE ONE STAR J Red "Made In Japan" Appreciation 2013-12-08 23:18:27
sports brand CONVERSE recently to celebrate its classic shoes ONE STAR landing "second home" fortieth anniversary of Japan,
and deliberately introduced a ONE STAR J Red special edition "Made In Japan". This shoe because a popular Japanese idol
Takuya Kimura real 'sake, had set off in Japan is not a small boom. So overwhelmed CONVERSE pioneered this red and white
limited edition, it is learned later will introduce more different color. 
Vans Van Doren Series Classics 2013 new spring preview 2013-12-08 23:00:47
Vans brand recently released 2013 spring Van Doren Series Classics Series product images, colorful colors of color, spring is



definitely the most dazzling and beautiful single product, like their friends can look at. 
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